
CH 10- MOTION AND MEASUREMENT OF DISTANCES 

 

Subjective Type Exercises 

A. Very Short Answer Questions 

1. List some modern modes of transportation developed in 20th century. 

Ans: Electric trains, monorails, rope ways, aeroplanes, maglev metro train.s 

2. List few early modes of transport that are not in use today. 

Ans: Small boats, animal driven wooden wheel carts. 

3. Give two examples each of modes of transport used on land, water and air. [NCERT] 

Ans: Land: Car, train  Air: Aeroplane, helicopter  Water: Ship, boat 

4 . Correct the following:[NCERT Exemplar Problems] 

(a) The motion of a swing is an example of rectilinear motion. oscillatory 

(b) 1 m = 1000 cm   1m = 100 cm 

5. Name two standard units that are used to measure short lengths and relate them. 

Ans: Small unit: Millimetre (mm) and centimetre (cm)  

1 cm = 10 mm 

6. Name a unit of distance to measure large length and relate it with SI unit of length. 

Ans: Large unit: kilometre (km),  1 km = 1000 m  S.I. unit of length = metre (m) 

7 . What type of thread should you use to measure the length of a curved line? 

Ans: The thread should be thin, flexible, light and inextensible, so that accurate measure can be 

taken. 

8. The height of a person is 1.65 m. Express it into cm and mm.[NCERT]. 

Ans: 1 m= 100cm; 1 cm = 10mm  

1.65 m = 1.65 x 100 = 165 cm  

165 cm = 165 x 10 mm = 1650 mm 

9. The distance between Radha's home and her school is 3250 m. Express this distance into 

km.[NCERT] 

ans: 1km=1000mor1m=0.001 km 

3250 m: 3250 x 0.001 km: 3. 250 km 

10. Why can a pace or a footstep not be used as a standard unit of length? [NCERT] 



Ans: A pace or footstep can't be used as a standard unit of length because it is different for 

different persons. 

11. While measuring the length of a knitting needle, the reading of the scale at one end is 3.0 

cm and at the other end is 33.1 cm. What is the length of the needle? [NCERT] 

Ans: . Length of needle = Reading at one end Reading at other end = 33.1 cm 3.0 cm = 30.1 cm  

12. How does the distance of a particle in circular motion change from the centre of the path? 

Ans: The particle distance remains the same from centre of the path at every point of motion. 

13. Give two examples of periodic motion.[NCERT] 

Ans: Motion of pendulum of clock and motion of membrane of a table. When it is played are in 

periodic motion. 

B. Short Answer Questions 

1. How did the design of boats change from ancient times to modern period? 

Ans: Earlier boats were made from simple logs of wood in which a hollow cavity was carved. 

Later on, people joined different pieces of wood and gave different shape to boats similar to 

shape of water animals. 

2. How do you decide whether you have to walk or board a bus or take a rickshaw to reach 

your destination? 

Ans: The mode of conveyance selected by us to reach any destination depends upon the distance 

we have to travel and time that is available to us. We also decide according to traffic, weather 

and available parking space at the place. 

3. How will you divide a table length into two equal parts using a string? 

Ans: Take a string slightly greater than the length of the table. Mark two points on the string at a 

distance equal to the length of the table. Now, join the two end marks of the string to get half 

length string. By using this folded string we can divide the table into two equal parts. 

4 . In daily life, we use a wide variety of lengths. Justify giving examples.  

Ans: We measure a wide variety of lengths. For example, we measure distance between places, 

length of table, thickness of coin, etc. The two points between which distance is measured could 

be small or very large. 

5. List the drawbacks of non-standard units of measurement that led to form standard units. 

Ans:   -> The results of measurement taken by different people vary largely.  

 Measurement is not accurate in these methods.  



 Different methods of measurement cause confusion while measuring objects. 

6. The measurement system in Indus Valley Civilization was highly evolved. How do we 

know that? 

Ans: The measurement system in Indus valley civilization was highly evolved which is evident 

from excavations of perfectly geometrical constructions of that period. 

7 . "Some ancient methods of measurement are still prevalent." Justify giving examples. 

Ans: We see flower sellers using their forearm as unit of length for garlands. We still use our 

body parts for measuring and getting approximate idea of measures of land or length of plot. 

8. Which measuring device is used to measure: 

 (a) girth of a tree  : measuring tape or a thread 

(b) length of cloth  : metre rod 

 (c) thickness of paper  : screw gauge 

 (d) length of a box : metre scale 

9. Differentiate between metric system and SI system. 

Ans: Metric System: The standard system of units of measurement developed in 1790 by the 

French is called metric system.  

SI system: Set of standard units of measurement developed by Scientists for uniformity all over 

world is SI system.  

10. How are the motion of wheel of a moving bicycle and a mark on the blade of a moving 

electric fan different? Explain.[NCERT Exemplar Problems] 

Ans: The wheel of a moving bicycle depicts circular as well as rectilinear motion whereas a 

blade of a moving electric fan shows only circular motion. 

11. What precautions should be taken for the measurement of the length using a scale? 

[NCERT Exemplar Problems] 

Ans: (a) Scale should be placed with object along its length in contact. The start and end points 

should be aligned.  

(b) If zero end is broken, reading should be taken from another mark and reading of this mark 

should be subtracted from total reading.  

(c) The person taking the reading must keep his eyes vertically over the scale. 

12. While travelling in a train, it appears that the trees near the track are moving whereas co-

passengers appear to be stationary. Explain the reason. [NCERT Exemplar Problems] 



Ans: When we see the trees from a moving train, their position is changing with respect to us. 

Hence they appear to be moving. On the other hand the position of co-passengers is not changing 

with respect to us, hence they appear to be stationary. 

13. (a) Which method is suitable for measuring height of a child—metre scale aligned along 

a wall or handspan? Give reasons. 

Ans: (a) Metre scale aligned against the wall because this is a more accurate method and 

standard device for measuring height of a person. 

 (b) Can two people measure the same length differently using the same standard device? 

How is it possible? 

Ans: Yes, two people can measure same length differently because there could be some small 

errors while taking observations. 

14 . Three students measured the length of a corridor and reported their measurements. The 

values of their measurements were different. What could be the reason for difference in their 

measurements? (Mention any three)[NCERT Exemplar Problems] 

Ans: The reasons could be: 

 Different measuring devices were used. 

 The smallest length that could be measured by different devices may be different. 

 Measurement may not be along the shortest length in all three cases. 

 The end of the corridor may not be easily accessible. 

 The measuring devices may be faulty (not standardised) 

15. Boojho was riding in his bicycle along a straight road. He classified the motion of various 

parts of the bicycle as (i) rectilinear motion, (ii) circular motion and (iii) both rectilinear as well 

as circular motion. Can you list one part of the bicycle for each type of motion? Support your 

answer with reason.[NCERT Exemplar Problems] 

Ans: The wheel of a moving bicycle depicts circular as well as rectilinear motion whereas a 

blade of a moving electric fan shows only circular motion. 

16. Why could you not use an elastic measuring tape to measure distance? What would  

be the pr oblems you face while telling someone about a distance you measured with an elastic 

tape? [NCERT]  

Ans: The elastic tape would get stretched differently every time when used for measurement and 

the reading would vary. 



17 . A stone is tied to one end of a string and whirled around. Does it execute circular motion? 

Explain how. 

Ans: Yes, the stone executes circular motion as the stone maintains the same distance from the 

hand during the motion. The length of thread is equal to the radius of circular path. 

18. State the types of motion that you see in different parts of a moving sewing machine. 

Ans: Wheel of machine -> Circular motion  

Thread reel -> Rotatory motion  

Needle -> Oscillatory motion  

Foot paddle -> Oscillatory motion 

19. Write the similarities and differences between the motion of a bicycle and a ceiling  

fan that has been switched on.[NCERT] 

Ans:(i) Similarity: Both the wheel of a bicycle and a ceiling fan exhibit motion on a fixed axis. 

(ii) Dissimilarity: Bicycle moves forward thus executes rectilinear motion but fan does not show 

such motion. 

 


